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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
Following completion of last year’s Portland CORE project, Bribe and Lucy started a non-profit supporting 
community inspired participatory arts, events and education. Dusty Visions first piece was inspired by Frank 
Lloyd Wright holiday ornaments. By taking an everyday small object, expanding its size exponentially and 
suspending it 8-feet above the ground, they intended to engage the viewer’s sense of awe.  By building 
multiple hangers, they meant to exhibit self-made ornaments and invite other local artists to create their 
own, therefore making Flocons a community piece. When the project was accepted in the Circle, a central 
Tree effigy was added to bring the pieces together, celebrating both the region’s dynamic groups and our 
unity as Burners.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
This year’s CORE project attracted a new group of volunteers, comprised of participants from last year’s 
project, local Burners who saw ThunderBridge on Playa and were inspired to participate, newcomers to 
Portland who wished to make connections in our community, and individuals seeking to become involved in 
an art project.

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
The central Tree effigy design required that every volunteer participate in cutting out hundreds of wooden 
and metal Leaves. Every work party included a Leaf department for jig-sawing, sanding and painting leaves.
By the time Grow Fourth makes its way to BRC, we will have built and shown three Flocon. The inspirational 
piece was displayed and burned at both SOAK*, the Portland Regional and Burn in the Forest, the Vancouver 
Regional.
Halfway through the project, Bribe and Lucy were happy to announce that they are having a baby! The 
Fertility 2.0 theme suddenly took on a more personal meaning.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
The Portland Burner community is vibrant and active. This year’s CORE project echoes Portland’s diverse 
character with the placement of four smaller effigies around a tall Tree. This design celebrates both the 
region’s dynamic groups and and our unity as Burners. The space in between the pieces symbolizes the 
potential for connections and growth. The Tree’s canopy will be covered in Leaves embellished by local artists 
and participants. Surrounding its roots, we will suspend 3D wooden pieces from four stem-like metal hangers 
that appear to be growing up from the Playa. 
Grow Fourth’s interplay of metal and wood represents the diversity of Portland’s makers, with a Tree 
symbolizing the forests of the Pacific Northwest.

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
The central Tree effigy was built with a combination of new and reclaimed lumber. The structural lumber was 
formerly used in shipping containers and the Leaves were individually cut out from used plywood.

CORE Art Walk Activities
Docents will be on hand to answer questions about Grow Fourth and provide Sharpies to participants who 
wish to leave messages on the Tree trunk.

We would like to include a photo of Flocon from BitF.
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